Background: Serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP) is used to quantify the serum monoclonal component or M-protein, for diagnosis and monitoring of monoclonal gammopathies. Significant imprecision and inaccuracy pose challenges in reporting small M-proteins. Using therapeutic monoclonal antibody-spiked sera and a pooled betamigrating M-protein, we aimed to assess SPEP limitations and variability across 16 laboratories in three continents. Methods: Sera with normal, hypo-or hypergammaglobulinemia were spiked with daratumumab, Dara (cathodal migrating), or elotuzumab, Elo (central-gamma migrating), with concentrations from 0.125 to 10 g/L (n = 62) along with a beta-migrating sample (n = 9). Provided with total protein (reverse biuret, Siemens), laboratories blindly analyzed samples according to their SPEP and immunofixation (IFE) or immunosubtraction (ISUB) standard operating procedures. Sixteen laboratories reported the perpendicular drop (PD) method of gating the M-protein, while 10 used tangent skimming (TS). A mean percent recovery range of 80%-120% was set as acceptable. The inter-laboratory %CV was calculated. Results: Gamma globulin background, migration pattern and concentration all affect the precision and accuracy of quantifying M-proteins by SPEP. As the background increases, imprecision increases and accuracy decreases leading to overestimation of M-protein quantitation especially evident in hypergamma samples, and more prominent with PD. Cathodal migrating M-proteins were associated with less imprecision and higher accuracy compared to central-gamma migrating M-proteins, which is attributed to the increased gamma background contribution in M-proteins migrating in the middle of the gamma fraction. There is greater imprecision and loss of accuracy at lower M-protein concentrations. 534 Turner et al.: Serum protein electrophoresis accuracy and M-protein isotyping study part I
Introduction
Founded on the secretion of a monoclonal immunoglobulin (M-protein), plasma cell proliferative disorders are classified as monoclonal gammopathies and include multiple myeloma (MM), Waldenström's macroglobulinemia (WM), amyloidosis (AL), light chain deposition disease (LCDD), POEMS syndrome, and premalignant diseases such as monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) and smoldering multiple myeloma (SMM). Due to the wide range of disease presentations, identification of the M-protein by serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP) may be the first clue to the diagnosis of a monoclonal gammopathy followed by subsequent isotyping via immunofixation (IFE) or immunosubtraction (ISUB). SPEP and IFE/ISUB are indispensable clinical assays for the diagnosis, risk stratification and therapeutic monitoring of monoclonal gammopathies [1] [2] [3] .
In normal serum, SPEP yields a broad gamma fraction with Gaussian distribution due to the millions of plasma cell clones that secrete immunoglobulins into the serum. In monoclonal gammopathies, M-proteins are visualized as a restricted area of migration in the electrophoretic pattern which can be gated and quantified [4] . M-protein migration is quite heterogeneous; in a cohort of 1027 MM patients, the M-protein migration was distributed in the following order: 54% of the M-proteins were in the gamma fraction, 12% in the beta-gamma bridge, 13% in the beta fraction and 1% in the alpha-2 fraction, adding up to 80%, while 2% of cases were biclonal, 8% hypogammaglobulinemic and 11% were normal when reviewing serum and urine protein electrophoresis [5] . A panel of assays combining SPEP with IFE/ISUB, serum free light chains (FLC), and urine electrophoresis and IFE/ISUB has the highest degree of clinical sensitivity for the diagnosis of these disorders [6] .
After diagnosis of a monoclonal gammopathy, patients will be monitored for the rest of their lives, with either imaging studies, bone marrow biopsies and most likely repeat measurements of the serum, or urine test which identified the disease. Response to therapy over time is associated with reduction of the M-protein size. The low analytical accuracy of SPEP is well known when measuring low concentrations of M-proteins (<10 g/L). Each laboratory decides whether such low-concentration M-proteins can be reported quantitatively or qualitatively. SPEP testing is then often followed by IFE/ISUB [2, [7] [8] [9] . Patients may receive therapy from different institutions over the course of their disease, and the patient's serum samples may be sent to different laboratories with different assay methods and gating practices. Inaccurate quantitation of small M-proteins may impact trending or the classification of response criteria.
SPEP can be performed using agarose gel (AGE) or capillary electrophoresis (CZE). Quantitation of the M-protein is achieved through integration of the M-protein peak in the electropherogram. Two methods are currently utilized: perpendicular drop (PD) and tangent skimming (TS) ( Figure 1A ). Quantitation by PD is mediated by the placement of vertical gates at the M-protein's anodal and cathodal limits, integrating the total area under the curve. Because the PD measurement includes the polyclonal base, it has been recommended that no measurement be made when the spike is <1/4 of the base [10] . Recognizing this limitation in the PD method, laboratories adopted strategies to limit the inaccuracy of the measurements by only performing measurements when the spike was at least one-quarter of the total gamma fraction background. TS draws a line connecting the M-protein's anodal and cathodal deflection points, where the M-protein peak meets the polyclonal background, and integrates only the triangular area above the line, excluding the underlying polyclonal immunoglobulins. Schild et al. reported accuracy by the percent recovery (measured by a 25% variance from the known absolute value) with PD as 15 g/L, and 1.5 g/L with TS using 50 cases and serial dilutions of sera [11] . A 2018 survey of clinical laboratories in 38 countries showed 521 out of 674 of them use PD (77%), while 61 out of 674 (9%) have adopted TS to routinely quantitate monoclonal proteins. Other respondents used other non-gel methods to quantitate the M-protein such as immunoglobulin quantitation or serum FLC [12] .
Although SPEP and IFE/ISUB are universally utilized clinical assays, there is a lack of standardization with considerable variability between laboratories in their reporting practices. In fact, there is limited guidance and recommendations for the reporting of monoclonal gammopathies by SPEP and IFE/ISUB, specifically, the limit of quantitation (LOQ) for these assays, when an M-protein is too small to be accurately quantified. Both SPEP and IFE/ ISUB have been available in the clinical laboratories for decades. In more recent times, the regulatory environment for test validations has become more stringent. Formal studies to document the LOQ and limit of detection (LOD) of these assays may have not been available. Additionally, while the International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) has made specific recommendations on detection, monitoring and follow-up of monoclonal proteins, it has not made recommendations with regard to analytical methodologies [13, 14] .
The heterogeneity of the M-protein and the amount of background in the gamma fraction of SPEP are additional Concentrations of 10 g/L and 5 g/L are shown to illustrate the impact of co-migrating proteins in the background impacting quantitation in the beta fraction. Electropherograms shown were obtained using AGE on a Helena system.
contributing factors to the lack of a universal LOQ. With less background, such as the one observed in hypogammaglobulinemic samples, the M-protein will be more easily identifiable. In contrast, if there is high background as seen in hypergammaglobulinemia, the M-protein may be neither visible nor quantifiable even if present in relatively large concentrations ( Figure 1B ). Here, we present a study which was undertaken to more clearly define variability within the quantification of M-proteins. This study compares SPEP and qualitative isotyping -by each of IFE/ISUB -and also compares different laboratories, each using their respective methodologies. This includes M-proteins of differing concentrations, different gamma fraction backgrounds and different migration patterns. Additionally, a LOQ for M-protein analysis by SPEP and a LOD for both SPEP and IFE/ISUB for specific methodologies were characterized in an effort to streamline reporting guidelines between institutions and bring assay harmonization among laboratories, an initiative supported by the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry and driven by the sub-group for harmonization of reporting of protein electrophoresis and quantitation of small proteins.
Materials and methods

Materials and samples
Large-volume sample pools with M-proteins in varying gamma fraction backgrounds were prepared in enough quantity to be shared with 16 different institutions ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Briefly, specimens containing gamma-migrating M-proteins were prepared by spiking known amounts of the therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), daratumumab (Dara) (Darzalex, Janssen Pharmaceutical) or elotuzumab (Elo) (Empliciti, Bristol-Myers Squibb), into pooled sera. Pools were prepared by an experienced technologist following standard preparation procedures, and after a pilot study (data not shown), the spiked concentrations were considered the true value of the M-protein for the purpose of this study. Similar studies with Dara and Elo have been performed in serum matrix in the past, with acceptable recoveries [15] . Both of the IgGκ isotypes, Dara and Elo, represent M-proteins in the gamma fraction with differing migration patterns, as Dara migrates at the top of the gamma fraction (cathodal), whereas Elo migrates in the center of the gamma fraction on gel electrophoresis and at the anodal end of the gamma region by CZE. Importantly, the concentrations of Dara and Elo used in this study were chosen to represent small monoclonal proteins seen consistently in the clinical laboratory. Dara and Elo pharmaceutical preparations were purchased from the Mayo Clinic pharmacy. The sterile, sealed vials of Dara were provided in a 20-mg/mL solution. The solution was diluted 1:2 with hypo, normal or hypergamma sera to yield a 10-mg/mL (10 g/L) Daraspiked serum preparation. Elo was provided as a lyophilized powder in a sterile, sealed vial. The powder was reconstituted with 2 mL of reagent-grade water for a final concentration of 150 mg/mL. The solution was diluted 1:15 with hypo-, normal or hypergamma sera to yield a 10-mg/mL (10 g/L) Elo-spiked serum preparation. Importantly, each concentration tested, ranging from 0.125 g/L to 10 g/L, was individually prepared from the 20-mg/mL Dara solution or 150-mg/mL Elo solution in each of the pools. No serial dilutions were performed throughout the preparation of the standard. The US pharmacopeia and the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) guidelines followed throughout the world by pharmaceutical industries recommend thresholds for reporting degradation impurity (0.1%) and identifying it (1%) [16] .
Three different serum pools were prepared, with three gamma fraction intensities: normal, hypo-and hypergamma backgrounds. The normal gamma serum was purchased (EMD Millipore) and the hypo-and hypergamma sera were pools prepared from de-identified residual patient sera with similar background (Institutional Review Board approval IRB 17-001526). All residual sera used for the study had been previously tested with SPEP and IFE and were found to be negative for the presence of any endogenous M-proteins. The final preparation of the normal gamma pool had a total protein measurement of 68 g/L (albumin 36 g/L, alpha-1 3 g/L, alpha-2 8 g/L, beta 10 g/L and gamma fraction 11 g/L). Hypogammaglobulinemic residual sera with total gamma <5 g/L were pooled to yield a hypo pool with a total protein of 57 g/L (albumin 31 g/L, alpha-1 3 g/L, alpha-2 11 g/L, beta 8 g/L and gamma fraction 4 g/L). Finally, hypergammaglobulinemic residual sera with total gamma >17 g/L were pooled to yield a hyper pool with a total protein of 78 g/L (albumin 35 g/L, alpha-1 3 g/L, alpha-2 10 g/L, beta 10 g/L and gamma fraction 20 g/L). Samples containing the beta-migrating M-protein consisted of serum from a single patient with an M-protein of IgAλ isotype. The original concentration of the beta-migrating IgA M-protein measured by AGE using a Helena system with PD was 59 g/L with a neat total IgA concentration of 54 g/L as determined by the Mayo Clinic using nephelometry (Siemens BNII, Siemens Healthineers). Dilutions of the neat specimen from 25 g/L to 0.5 g/L were prepared with normal serum using the SPEP M-spike concentration only as a baseline concentration.
SPEP and IFE/ISUB testing
Sample aliquots were blinded and sent out to the testing laboratories frozen on dry ice, and laboratories were advised to keep samples frozen (−20 °C or colder) until testing. Laboratories were instructed to run the samples along-side their patient samples according to their institution's standard operating procedure for SPEP and IFE/ISUB. Laboratories were provided with total IgG (nephelometry, Siemens BNII) and total protein (reverse biuret, Siemens Advia 1200) on all samples to aid in determining the optimal dilutions for testing and to reduce the variability of this portion of the testing.
Academic institutions received two sets of samples and were asked to run at minimum SPEP on all the samples and a replicate measurement on a different day if possible. Additionally, academic laboratories with sufficient sample volume were asked to run samples on a secondary SPEP method (if available) and perform IFE/ISUB to isotype the M-proteins. Industry participants received five sets of samples and were asked to run all the samples at a minimum of once per day for 5 days or twice per day, if sufficient volume for both SPEP and IFE/ISUB. Sharepoint, a web-based, collaborative platform, was set up for communication with all study participants, with access to an excel template to enter the results along with SPEP and IFE/ISUB methodologies and manufacturer utilized.
Data analysis
All results were collected and analyzed by the Mayo Clinic. Accuracy of quantitation was accessed by percent recovery, and a range of 80%-120% was empirically set as acceptable. Between-lab imprecision was defined as a target of a CV of 20% or less. LOQ was determined by the lowest M-protein concentration within the acceptable recovery range and CV ≤20%. LOD for SPEP and IFE/ISUB were defined conservatively as the lowest concentration of M-protein in which all samples analyzed had an M-protein reported qualitatively.
Results
Method distribution
With representatives in Australia, New Zealand, Italy, UK, Netherlands, Estonia, US and Canada, 16 laboratories reported their SPEP and IFE/ISUB methodology utilized to analyze the blinded sample set of over 3000 unique serum aliquots. Four different SPEP systems were represented in this study: an AGE platform from Helena Laboratories (Beaumont, TX, USA), a second AGE platform commercialized by Helena Biosciences Europe (UK), and an AGE and a CZE platform both from Sebia (Sebia Inc., France) ( Table 1) . Within each method, both PD and TS gating techniques were applied. For laboratories that submitted more than one SPEP method, their primary method of analysis, used in everyday clinical practice, was noted and the additional analysis was defined as a supplemental method. The exception to that rule was Sebia Inc., which has both methods listed as primary, adding to 17 primary methods reported.
The most represented method was CZE from Sebia using PD (n = 8), followed by Sebia CZE with TS (n = 7), Sebia AGE and Helena AGE with PD (n = 4), Sebia AGE with TS, (n = 2), and lastly Helena AGE with TS (n = 1). Only two of the seven laboratories used Sebia CZE with TS as their primary method. In addition, no participant laboratory used Helena AGE with TS routinely. For isotyping the M-protein, the majority of laboratories used IFE and applied monovalent antisera on a Sebia platform (n = 9), followed by ISUB by Sebia (n = 3), monovalent antisera on a Helena platform (n = 2), and pentavalent antisera applied to either Helena or Sebia platforms (n = 1 each).
Influencing factors of method performance
Each method and their respective gating techniques showed remarkable differences in quantitation. There is an overall loss of accuracy and within-lab and inter-lab precision as the concentration of the M-protein decreases regardless of the method (Figure 2 ; for a detailed statistical summary of each method's performance, see Supplementary Tables 2-7) . However, the extent of the deviation from the true M-protein concentration, reproducibility and the factors that influence quantitation accuracy differ depending on the M-protein gating method, intensity of polyclonal background and migration pattern of the M-protein.
M-protein gating method
Gating low-concentration M-proteins by PD leads to over-estimation of the M-protein, whereas TS leads to underestimation. This is evidenced in Figure 2 , by comparing the expected concentrations of Dara and Elo (x axis) with the measured values expressed as relative recoveries on the y axis. To illustrate, samples spiked with 10 or 2 g/L Dara in a normal gamma fraction background and analyzed by Sebia CZE with PD showed a mean recovery (%CV) of 99% (3.2%) and 171% (7.6%), respectively, whereas analysis by Sebia CZE with TS had mean recovery (%CV) of 85% (4.0%) and 76% (7.4%), respectively (Figure 2A , center panels and Supplementary Tables 6 and 7 ). The event of over-estimation and under-estimation was also seen with Elo-spiked samples ( Figure 2B ) and in the beta-migrating sample ( Figure 2C ), where the recovery (%CV) of the 25-g/L beta-migrating IgA M-protein sample as measured by Helena AGE PD was 102% (1.7%), whereas the recovery (%CV) of the 5.0-g/L sample was 151% (11.6%). compound the loss of accuracy related to low protein concentration.
The intensity of the polyclonal background in the gamma fraction
This is especially relevant in the use of PD. As the concentration of the gamma fraction increases, there is a substantial decrease in accuracy and precision. This is evident by the difference in mean recoveries (%CV) between the hypo-, normal and hypergamma samples (Figure 2A,B) . In samples spiked with 10 g/L of Dara and analyzed by Helena AGE with PD, the recoveries (%CV) were as follows: hypogamma 89% (2.6%), normal 97% (2.5%) and hypergamma 116% (5.1%) (Supplementary Table 2 ). Similar recoveries were observed when Sebia CZE with PD was analyzed at the same concentration: 90% (2.8%), 99% (3.2%) and 122% (6.4%), respectively (Supplementary Table 6 ). Both accuracy and precision worsen as the relative proportion of the gamma background increases for all methods. The effect is further compounded by samples with M-proteins of lower concentrations. In samples spiked with 2.0 g/L of Dara and analyzed by Helena AGE with PD, recoveries (%CV) were: hypogamma 123% (7.6%), normal 157% (8.2%) and hypergamma 311% (10%). The same was seen in Elospiked samples; for 2.0 g/L of Elo, recoveries (%CV) were: hypogamma 135% (7.9%), normal 216% (14%) and hypergamma 388% (12%), and similarly for Sebia CZE with PD (Supplementary Table 6 ). The bias in PD quantitation proportionally increases with the gamma background and is inversely proportional to the M-protein concentration.
The TS gating technique is less susceptible to the influence of the intensity of the gamma fraction ( Figure 3A,B) . In samples spiked with 10 g/L of Dara and analyzed by Sebia CZE with TS ( Supplementary Table 7) , the recoveries (%CV) were closer to the target than PD, with 83% (3.3%) in hypo-, 84% (4.0%) in normal and 88% (5.9%) in hypergamma samples. Even with lower concentrations, under-recoveries were similar and did not trend, as exemplified by the analysis of 2 g/L Dara by Sebia CZE with TS with recoveries (%CV) as follows: hypogamma 78% (18%), normal 77% (7.4%) and hypergamma 80% (20%).
The same was seen in Elo-spiked samples. In the samples spiked with 10 g/L of Elo and analyzed by Sebia CZE with TS, the recoveries (%CV) were as follows: hypogamma 80% (3.3%), normal 79% (3.8%) and hypergamma 81% (6.0%). In samples spiked with 2.0 g/L of Elo, recoveries (%CV) were: hypogamma 74% (10%), normal 82% (14%) and hypergamma 80% (19%). This suggests a constant negative bias for TS rather than a proportional positive bias as observed with PD.
The M-protein migration pattern
The position of the M-protein, even within the gamma fraction, affects the accuracy and precision of quantitation. This is shown by comparing Dara-spiked samples (cathodal-migrating) to Elo-spiked samples (centralmigrating on AGE and anodal in CZE). Overall, M-proteins that migrate closer to the cathode and less in the central portion of the gamma fraction have higher accuracy and precision, as they suffer less influence from the polyclonal gamma background. In the samples spiked with 10 g/L of Dara or Elo and analyzed by Helena AGE with PD, the recoveries (%CV) in various gamma fraction backgrounds were as follows: hypogamma 89% (2.6%) and 95% (3.1%), normal 97% (2.5%) and 112% (5.4%), and hypergamma 116% (5.1%) and 150% (4.7%), respectively (Figure 2A,B) . The difference in accuracy becomes more apparent as the M-protein concentration decreases. Given the significantly lower impact of the gamma fraction background on the TS technique, TS is also less influenced by the location of the M-protein within the gamma fraction. Dara and Elo had similar recoveries (%CV) ranging from 79% to 88% (3.3%-6.0%) when measured by Sebia CZE with TS in the three tested gamma backgrounds when spiked with 10 g/L of Dara or Elo.
Limit of quantitation
For each sample type, a LOQ was calculated and defined as the lowest M-protein concentration within the acceptable recovery range of 80%-120% with a CV ≤20% ( Table 2 ). Within each method (platform plus gating technique), there are variations in the LOQ which are dependent on the intensity of the gamma fraction background and the migration pattern of the M-protein.
When the LOQ was estimated for all platforms (Helena AGE, Sebia AGE and Sebia CZE) with PD gating, it was influenced by the gamma background. Dara-spiked samples in hypo, normal and hypergamma backgrounds as measured on the Helena AGE using PD were 3 g/L, 5 g/L and 10 g/L, respectively. The LOQ was also affected by the migration pattern of the M-protein, with Daraspiked samples having a lower LOQ as compared to Elo-spiked. In Dara-and Elo-spiked samples in normal gamma fraction background as measured by Helena AGE using PD, the LOQ was 5 g/L and 8 g/L, respectively. With PD, in some cases such as with Sebia AGE measurement of Elo-spiked samples in the normal and hypergamma fraction background, an acceptable LOQ was not obtained within the range of concentrations tested and noted as >10 g/L. This means that none of the samples had both an acceptable recovery (80%-120%) and acceptable %CV (≤20%). For platforms where TS was applied, the LOQ increased between the hypo-and normal gamma fractions in the same fashion as seen with PD; however, the LOQ was improved in the setting of the hypergamma background. The LOQ for Dara-spiked samples in hypo-, normal and hypergamma backgrounds as measured on the Sebia CZE using TS was 1 g/L, 5 g/L and 2 g/L, respectively. Dara-spiked samples showed a lower LOQ when compared to Elo-spiked samples using TS: 5 g/L and >10 g/L, respectively. LOQ was not obtained for Dara or Elo samples with any of the gamma backgrounds for Helena AGE using TS gating. The LOQ for the beta-migrating sample was 13 g/L for both Helena AGE with PD and Sebia CZE with TS, but was not able to be determined with Helena AGE with TS or Sebia AGE with TS methods.
The decision to gate the M-protein in SPEP
As each laboratory standard operating procedure was used and a LOQ criterion was not pre-determined, it was common to observe that the M-proteins were quantitated (or gated) below the LOQ found by the study results. The decision of the laboratory to gate an M-protein is greatly dependent on its concentration. Down to the concentrations of 2 g/L for the gamma-spiked samples and 7.5 g/L for beta samples, all M-proteins were gated and reported quantitatively (Figure 3 ). Below these concentrations, the number of laboratories choosing to gate progressively decreased. The heterogeneity in the laboratory's gating practices can be appreciated in Figure 4 . Four laboratories performed SPEP by Helena AGE with PD with three of the four being the laboratory's primary method. For each laboratory, the concentration of the M-protein at which they decided to stop gating differed. The laboratory that performed this method as a supplemental method gated the lowest concentration and had the highest over-recovery (360%) as compared to other laboratories that stopped gating at higher concentrations, such as laboratory 4, which stopped gating at 2 g/L and had a recovery of 148%.
As the gamma fraction background increased, the number of laboratories gating decreased. The number of gated samples at 0.5 g/L Dara for hypo-, normal and hyperwere 57/82 (70%), 50/82 (61%) and 24/82 (30%), respectively ( Figure 3A) . The influence of the gamma fraction intensity on the decision to gate was only seen in samples with an M-protein <2 g/L. Above this concentration, the influence of the background is not a great contributor on the decision to gate. Moreover, the migration pattern plays a role in the decision to gate low-concentration M-proteins even within the gamma fraction. Laboratories were more likely to gate low-concentration M-proteins if they were migrating more centrally within the gamma fraction. This is evident from the differences between the number of The lowest concentration of M-protein that was gated in the Dara-spiked sample in a normal gamma fraction background for each method with its respective recovery. Labs noted with (*) are results from labs in which the method was not their primary method. PD, perpendicular drop; TS, tangent skimming; AGE, agarose gel electrophoresis; CZE, capillary zone electrophoresis.
samples were gated, while 33/74 (45%) of the Elo samples were gated ( Figure 3A,B) . The influence of the migration pattern was absent from hypogamma samples, as the difference between the number of gated samples between Dara and Elo was not substantial.
Discussion
While a number of clinical guidelines exist in relation to the diagnosis, monitoring and treatment of monoclonal gammopathies, these guidelines only give passing attention to the laboratory aspects of protein electrophoresis resulting in a lack of reporting standards [17] . Here we performed an international, multicenter study utilizing a single shared sample set to objectively determine the limitations in quantifying small M-proteins by defining method-specific LOQs and the variability in reporting practices among laboratories in an effort of harmonization and standardization within the field. Currently, for the monitoring of patients with monoclonal gammopathies, it is recommended to use the same method in the same laboratory to improve the reproducibility and comparability of serial measurements [17] [18] [19] . Between-laboratory variation will greatly impact patient care if the patient gets results from different labs. Thus, standardization of quantitative results is necessary for trending of results between laboratories. Standardizing SPEP quantitation is challenging given the great heterogeneity in methodologies and gating technique as depicted in this study. Making a universal recommendation for the use of a single method and gating technique is impractical considering the diversity of different healthcare systems and hematology practices, the available technology in each country, and the costs/resources necessary to adapt and change existing instrumentation. In addition, this could result in the need to re-baseline patients with the new method, which would not only be time-consuming for the laboratory, but may also cause confusion for the clinical service and management. Nonetheless, knowledge about the limitations of your institution's current method or a method under consideration for implementation is useful and valuable. In future publications on the topic, detailing the method description of the test system in use for the conclusions should be taken into consideration by researchers in the field.
This study quantified the effects of four major factors that influence the accuracy and precision of quantitation of M-proteins: M-protein concentration, intensity of the gamma-fraction background, M-protein migration and gating method. As a result, in methods applying PD, the gating of small M-proteins leads to over-estimation with a bias proportional to the gamma background and inversely proportional to the M-protein concentration. Over-estimation is attributed to the contribution of the polyclonal background inside the gate. As the M-protein concentration decreases, there is a much more significant inclusion of the background into the gate and therefore the reported M-protein value. The same is true for betamigrating samples, M-proteins that migrate in the center of the gamma fraction and M-proteins present in a hypergammaglobulinemic background. In a comparison of all the methods that applied PD (i.e. Helena AGE [n = 4], Sebia AGE [n = 4], Sebia CZE [n = 8]), Sebia AGE showed superior accuracy and LOQ as compared to when TS methods were applied. This was true for all samples tested in this study. TS gating of low-concentration M-proteins led to underestimation with a constant negative bias for TS rather than a proportional bias as observed with PD. However, the extent of deviation from the acceptable range and target was not as substantial as seen with PD. Similar findings were also seen in other studies [11] . Higher-concentration M-proteins gated by TS can be accurately separated out from the polyclonal background. With lower-concentration M-proteins, it appears that TS is not only removing the background but is also removing a part of the M-protein. TS appeared to be not as affected by the intensity of the gamma background or the migration within the gamma fraction. The LOQ increased consistently as the gamma fraction increased when PD gating was utilized, whereas the LOQ when gating with TS increased between the hypo-and normal gamma samples and then decreased in the setting of the hypergamma background. This shows that TS has better performance than PD in the setting of hypergammaglobulinemia. However, the concomitant finding of hypergammaglobulinemia and a monoclonal protein has low prevalence, as hypergammaglobulinemia is present in autoimmune, inflammatory or infectious processes, whereas a monoclonal protein is present in pre-malignant or malignant conditions. Laboratories should comment upon the degree of gamma globulins in the background, both to aid in the appreciation of uncertainty and to indicate possible associations with such clinical conditions. In a comparison of all the TS methods (i.e. Helena AGE [n = 1], Sebia AGE [n = 2] and Sebia CZE [n = 7]), Sebia CZE performed the best with a superior LOQ for each sample type.
We believe that these challenges with measurement reflect the fact that M-proteins have an architecture resembling a triangle with a peak at the top and continuously broaden toward the base. As the demarcation points for both PD and TS are placed where the M-protein has a perceptible deviation, they would underestimate M-proteins unless there are no polyclonal immunoglobulins at all. In our study, under conditions of hypogammaglobulinemia, both methods underestimate the M-spike because the M-spike broadens below this point as it extends to the baseline. As shown by our data, PD has the advantage that the perpendicular drop to the baseline includes underlying polyclonal material that at least partially makes up the difference in hypogammaglobulinemic serum. As the M-protein decreases and polyclonal gamma globulins increase, the relative amount of the underlying polyclonal material becomes the major contributor yielding recoveries of 150% or higher. TS, by measuring the area above demarcations originating at the more petite end of the M-spike, consistently underestimates the quantity of the M-protein as shown in our study. Despite consistent low recovery, when the polyclonal background becomes the major factor (<4 g/L in normal or hypergammaglobulinemic samples), TS provides consistent recovery relative to the initial measurement. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. However, one should not switch from one method when following a patient.
It is generally stated that the minimum concentration for quantification is 1 g/L, with the acceptance that quantification of M-proteins at this level is inaccurate and imprecise [17] . M-proteins <1 g/L visible on SPEP should not be quantified as the measurement is unreliable and should therefore be reported qualitatively. Those guidelines were developed when the only option for M-protein measurement by electrophoresis was to use PD. While this method had the virtue of simplicity and worked well with large M-proteins and when normal immunoglobulin production was suppressed, with small M-proteins and polyclonal backgrounds much of the measurement included was background [2] . Here we show that many laboratories gate and quantitatively report M-proteins with concentrations much lower than 1 g/L. The resulting value is inaccurate and may not truly reflect the disease status of the patient. Laboratories still gate below what is analytically acceptable as evident by the discrepancy between gating practices and calculated LOQs. Although the LOQ is held as the quantitative analytical sensitivity of SPEP, an abnormality within the gamma or beta fraction was visually down to a median 16-fold lower (range: 2-100-fold lower) than the reported LOQ, characterizing the LOD of the SPEP systems ( Table 2) .
There are two situations where the measurement of a low-concentration M-protein would clinically occur: at initial diagnosis, with the finding of a small non-quantifiable M-protein and in the monitoring of a therapeutic response. In these situations, the laboratory is faced with a decision between quantifying and reporting out an analytically inaccurate result or reporting qualitatively as a small abnormality observed on SPEP and reflex to IFE/ ISUB. In an initial diagnostic sample found to have any M-protein abnormality, long-term monitoring for disease progression is recommended. Most patients with a monoclonal gammopathy have a relatively small monoclonal peak, have no clinical symptoms and have the diagnosis of MGUS. This situation can be common as monoclonal gammopathies have been detected in 1% of the population older than 50 years and in 3% of those 70 years or older with incidental findings. It may be important to identify and monitor these patients as in 20%-25% serious disease such as MM, WM or primary systemic AL may develop during long-term follow-up. As a result of the long-term monitoring, there is no harm in not giving a numerical value at initial diagnosis. Only when the M-protein is large enough to be quantified accurately should a quantitative result be given.
Moreover, in therapeutic monitoring, when a patient is responsive to therapy and there is a substantial decrease in the M-protein concentration, a small non-quantifiable M-protein can be encountered. In fact, international guidelines for the classification of myeloma response recommend the use of dFLC (difference between the involved and uninvolved FLC) in place of the M-protein concentration determined by densitometric analysis if the serum M-protein is <10 g/L. If the FLC ratio becomes normal, then IFE/ISUB is required to further monitor the presence or absence of the M-protein [20] . Stopping the quantitation when the M-protein is too small to be accurately reported is acceptable because SPEP and IFE/ISUB reports need to contain adequate information to enable assessment of very good partial response (VGPR), complete response (CR) and stringent complete response (sCR). The differentiation between VGPR and CR response criteria are dependent on the performance of the IFE/ ISUB to demonstrate the absence of M-protein when one was previously detected. Therefore, the practice of not gating M-proteins that are expressed at low levels is sufficient as the M-protein can be reported qualitatively. From here, clinical service can follow these qualitative results instead of monitoring quantitatively, which may be inaccurate. Furthermore, in the era of therapeutic mAbs, it has become common to see small monoclonal IgG kappa bands in SPEP and IFE/ISUB, that do not necessarily represent the original disease clone, and gating the band as an M-protein may change response criteria for patients undergoing treatment if the therapeutic mAbs cannot be accurately differentiated from the original disease clone with subsequent testing. Reporting the therapeutic mAb qualitatively without recognizing the difference from the original clone will have a similar effect, and could mean absence of CR for the patient.
Quantitating M-proteins in the beta region can often be problematic as the M-protein may co-migrate and be obscured by other factors such as C3 complement or transferrin within the fraction making their quantification challenging. As the beta-migrating sample was pooled from a single patient and not generated from spiked mAbs, the initial undiluted concentration was determined in house (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA) using Helena AGE with PD and total IgA. Therefore, all resulting values generated by other methods should be compared relative to Helena AGE with PD and trended within the dilutions of each method to access loss of accuracy, as no method is truth. Both Helena AGE with PD and Sebia CZE with TS showed good accuracy down to 10 g/L. This is most likely attributed to the specific migration of this M-protein which had its peak separate from the rest of the beta fraction. One way to improve the accuracy of low-concentration M-proteins is to quantify isotype-specific immunoglobulin classes [21] . This can be especially useful with betamigrating IgAs overlapping with other proteins.
A conclusion about which methodology is most sensitive is challenging. Firstly, the sensitivity in detection may be dependent on the reader and not on the methodologies with some labs being more conservative in what they call an M-protein, and not all methods were run and read in the same laboratory and by the same reader. Additionally, there may have been some bias in the reading as no negative samples were included in the blinded sample set. The reader may have expected that all sent samples contained an M-protein, as the initial letter with communication to the participants, if shared with the technologists, stated details of the study design. The true value of the spiked Dara and Elo in the pools relied upon the concentration stated in the vials of the pharmaceutical preparations without further verification by the lead laboratory besides measurement of total protein and total IgG before and after pools were prepared. A small error margin in the standards preparation can be considered. Another limitation for the study is that likely the experiments were run in a short period of time, with a single operator, and dedicated attention to gating and detection of M-proteins and results could be superior to the ones observed in routine practice.
In conclusion, a large, multicenter SPEP and IFE/ ISUB study was performed utilizing a single shared sample set. The study displays the lack of accuracy and precision of quantifying low-concentration M-proteins along with other factors that influence the performance of the assay. With an understanding of the limitations, laboratories may become more conservative in what they are quantitating and reporting.
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